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he collection has grown, again! By popular demand, Debco is introducing new additions to its premium brown bonded leather series of
business accessories. Characterized by tight, clean stitching, all collection pieces have a rich, luxurious look. Attention to detail is the
hallmark of the entire line. Offerings are long on features and deep in value. Tastefully appointed accents and user-friendly features are
the staples of the premium brown bonded leather collection. Exceptional quality at every price point leads to high-perceived value and a very
satisfied corporate customer.
The trend-setting BL6953 Business Brief made a grand entrance in the corporate world in the Fall of 2009. Inside and out, this bag is a
crowd pleaser. Beautifully lined and complemented with more than enough pockets, this brief is perfect for computers, travel, and for
day-to-day business use. A stylish handle and shoulder strap makes carrying a simple pleasure. Whether debossed or imprinted, a corporate
logo provides the finishing touch to the front fold over panel.
A welcome recent addition to the collection is the BL8014 Folding Laptop Case. The premium bonded leather finish befits the expensive
assets that the laptop case is designed to protect. Generous lengths of Velcro on each of four folding flaps make custom sizing and protection
an effortless process. Simply lay the laptop on the padded base, and then easily fold each flap one at a time until the computer is protected in its
leather shell. The sizing flexibility accommodates a wide selection of laptops. Ease of use (such as accessing the computer in coffee shops and
in airport security lines) and protection are the cornerstones of this upscale case.
The BL5272 Zippered Notebook Portfolio is another recent addition to the versatile premium collection. In fact, the BL5272 is the brown
partner to the already successful black BL6827 Zippered Notebook Portfolio. This portfolio offers a full zipper, four interior pockets, and a
decorative metal finishing plate (perfect for personalization). Included with every portfolio are a recycled enviro pen and a pad of paper. When
presented with all of the features plus the extras, many recipients express tremendous gratitude upon presentation of this gift. With this business
accessory, the price-value equation certainly favours the buyer.
The newest addition to the collection is the BL7261 Laptop Brief. This must-have business bag is beautifully lined and boasts an
abundance of padded interior pockets designed to protect your computer and its accessories. This gorgeous brief also features a durable
webbed strap to secure your laptop, a strong and stylish carry handle and attractive zipper pulls. The padded shoulder strap makes transporting
a breeze and the front fold over panel is the perfect canvas for a beautifully debossed or imprinted logo. The BL7261 is a terrific solution for
the person on the go who needs to keep their personals organized and secure.
Individually, each item makes a wonderful gift. Together, all four pieces become a tremendous set. Watch for more premium bonded
leather accessories as the collection continues to expand.

